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1. THE EXCITMENT

First year in MA. 
First project of a new cicle of our graphic design learning 
experience.
The criation of a Pop-up Shop with the theme of 
“Christmas Bizarre” was a real challenge for us all. 

In this project my work was divided in three diferent 
phases. 
This is the first one:

The excitment of a new chalenge, of a new research for 
diferent things (objects/experiences).
The huge “Brainstorm” about Christmas traditions and a 
all world of new possibilities and experiences on graphic 
design











2. THE FEAR

This was a critical phase.
The anxiety and the fear of not having a concept / object 
defined yet. 
I have some ideas but i was struggling with the concept 
and the final object.
 

This was a crucial phase. 
I felt the need to restart from the beginning: research 
for other things, for new forms, objects, christmas 
traditions and rituals.

















PAST / Baby Jesus Birth PRESENT / How we celebrate Christmas



3. PRODUCE, PRODUCE, PRODUCE

This was the final phase. 
Produce everything: the object itself, the pop-up shop 
design, the branding...

In this phase i thought about the materials: how would 
i produce the object; what would be the name for the 
shop; what colors and graphics i would use for it, and the 
most important, what would go inside of each matchbox. 

In the context of the Christmas night in the past and in 
the present i remmember to call the project: 
NOITES NATALÍCIAS ( Christmas Nights). 
The use of black and white will transmite the idea of 
night (the white color would be used to make some 
contrast) and it was used in the characters and in the 
scenario in the back i chose a nice kraft paper which 
contrasts with the main scene. 
I thought about the use of silhouettes foreach character 
and i think that the result was interesting. 












